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Abstract—The proliferation of online Location-Based Social Networks
(LBSN) has offered unprecedented opportunities for understanding
fine-grained spatio-temporal behaviors of users and developing new
location-aware applications. In this work, we focus on the problem of
“Sparse User Check-in Venue Prediction” where the goal is to predict
the next venue LBSN users will visit by exploiting their sparse online
check-in traces and the latent decision contexts. While efforts have been
made to predict users’ check-in traces on a LBSN, several important
challenges still exist. First, check-in traces contributed by LBSN users
are often too sparse to provide sufficient evidence for a reliable pre-
diction, especially when the prediction space is huge (e.g., hundreds
of thousands of venues in large cities). Second, the user’s decision
context on which venue to visit next is often latent and has not been
incorporated by current venue prediction models. Third, the dynamic
and non-deterministic dependency between check-ins is either ignored
or replaced by a simplified “consecutiveness” assumption in existing
solutions, leading to sub-optimal prediction results. In this work, we
develop a Context-aware Sparse Check-in Venue Prediction (CSCVP)
scheme inspired by natural language processing techniques to address
the above challenges. In particular, CSCVP predicts the venue category
information and explores the similarity between users to address data
sparsity challenge by significantly reducing the prediction space. It also
leverages the Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) model to
incorporate the user decision context into the prediction model. Finally,
we develop a novel Temporal Adaptive Ngram (TA-Ngram) model in
CSCVP to capture the dynamic and non-deterministic dependency
between check-ins. We evaluate CSCVP using three real-world LBSN
datasets. The results show that our scheme significantly improves ac-
curacy (30.9% improvement) of the state-of-the-art user check-in venue
prediction solutions.

Keywords—User Check-in Venue Prediction, LBSN, Natural Language
Processing, Data Sparsity, Decision Context

1 INTRODUCTION

THIS work is motivated by the emergence of Location-
Based Social Network (LBSN) applications where

users can voluntarily share their check-in traces (i.e., a
sequence of visited venues) through online social plat-
forms. Examples of LBSNs include Foursquare, Google
Places, Yelp, and WeChat [1]–[3]. User check-in venue
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prediction is an important problem where the goal is to
provide an accurate prediction of a user’s next check-
in venue on LBSN. The solution to this problem can
contribute to various LBSN based applications such as
targeted advertisement, Point-of-Interest (POI) recom-
mendation, and user mobility profiling. Moreover, the
accuracy to this problem is also critical to better user
experience and engagement, for instance, streamlining
the user experience for finding a venue, and for sending
relevant push notifications for users who are highly
sensitive to spam. Significant efforts have been made
to address similar problems in data mining, information
retrieval and recommendation systems [4]–[12]. Exam-
ples of such solutions include Collaborative Filtering
(CF) [8], [13]–[15], Matrix Factorization (MF) [10], [12],
and Markov Chain models [5], [7], [16]. However, several
important limitations exist in current solutions. In partic-
ular, this paper addresses three specific challenges in the
user check-in venue prediction problem: data sparsity,
latent decision context incorporation, and dynamic and non-
deterministic temporal dependency.

Data sparsity: a fundamental challenge that has not
been well addressed by the current check-in venue pre-
diction solutions is data sparsity - the prediction space
is huge (e.g., hundreds of thousands of venues in large
cities) but the data from each user on the LBSNs is often
sparse. Several factors contribute to this challenge: i) the
information sharing on LBSN is voluntary and users
may lack incentives to continuously contribute data to
the application [17], [18]; ii) fresh users may have very
few check-ins when they just start to use the application;
iii) users may refrain from posting all his/her check-
ins online due to the privacy concerns [19], [20]. In
fact, only around 16 check-ins per user are available in
one of our datasets collected from Foursquare over a
period of 17 months. Such sparse data can significantly
degrade the performance of current check-in prediction
approaches [7], [21], [22]. The challenge becomes more
significant for the solutions that build a personalized
prediction model for individual users (i.e., locally trained
model).

Latent decision context incorporation: the second chal-
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lenge is the context in which a user makes the decision
on which venue to visit next is often not directly observ-
able from the check-in traces on LBSN. Several methods
have been proposed to incorporate contextual informa-
tion into the solutions of the check-in venue prediction
problems [11], [23]–[25]. However, these methods only
model the direct correlation between observable contexts
(e.g., time, location, weather) and the check-in venue
while ignoring the underlying user’s decision process
(i.e., latent decision context). For example, these solutions
fail to answer the question on “why would Alice make
a decision to go to a bar rather than stay at home on
Saturday evenings?”. Another related problem with con-
text incorporation is the “curse of dimensionality” where
the incorporation of latent contexts into the prediction
problem will increase the dimension of search space,
which can potentially cause the over-fitting problem
when the context space is large [26], [27].

Dynamic and non-deterministic temporal dependency: the
third challenge is the dependency between consecutive
check-ins of a user can be highly dynamic and non-
deterministic. In previous studies, temporal dependency
has been widely used for the prediction of a user’s future
check-ins [7]. However, existing solutions model tempo-
ral dependency mainly based on the “consecutiveness”
assumption: the current check-in of a user depends on
the previously consecutive check-ins [5], [28] or on the
check-ins within a certain period of time [29]. However,
such an assumption cannot be simply applied in a
sparse prediction scenario due to the following reasons:
i) consecutive check-ins may not necessarily imply the
temporal dependency. For example, an infrequent LBSN
user can upload his/her first check-in at a restaurant
and his next check-in at a movie theater a few months
later. These two consecutive check-ins might not have
any temporal dependency at all; ii) the “consecutive-
ness” assumption largely ignores the fact of “long-range
dependency” where check-ins that are far apart on the
temporal dimension may still have strong dependencies
(e.g., a user may always go to the same restaurant for
an anniversary celebration) [30].

In this paper, we develop a Context-aware Sparse
Check-in Venue Prediction (CSCVP) scheme inspired by
the NLP language models to address the above chal-
lenges. We summarize our approach below.
• To address the data sparsity challenge, we decom-

pose the check-in venue prediction problem into
two sub-problems: (1) predicting the category of a
user’s next check-in venue (Section 4.2 - Section
4.5); and (2) predicting the most likely check-in
venue given the estimated category distributions
(Section 4.6). The key advantage of this approach is
that it significantly reduces the prediction space. A
user similarity module is also developed to further
improve the prediction results by leveraging peer’s
influence.

• To address the latent decision context incorporation
challenge, we apply the Probabilistic Latent Se-

mantic Analysis (PLSA) to jointly model the latent
semantic setting, user decision pattern and the rich
contextual information (e.g., weather, geolocation,
time of the day) to predict the user’s future check-in
venues (Section 4.3).

• To address the dynamic and non-deterministic tem-
poral dependency challenge, we develop a Temporal
Adaptive Ngram (TA-Ngram) to dynamically de-
cide the length and strength of dependency between
check-ins that do not follow the “consecutiveness”
assumption (Section 4.2).

We evaluate our scheme on three real-world datasets
collected from Foursquare. The extensive evaluation re-
sults show that our scheme significantly improves the
user check-in venue prediction performance compared
to the state-of-the-art baselines.

A preliminary version of this work has been pub-
lished in [31] to investigate the venue category prediction
problem. The current paper is a significant extension of
the previous work in the following aspects. First, we
solved a new problem of sparse user check-in venue
prediction problem in this paper where the goal is to
predict the actual venue instead of the category of the
venue the user will visit next. This new problem is
more challenging than the venue category prediction
problem because the prediction space for the venue is
much larger than the category [7]. Second, we developed
a new solution CSCVP that explicitly addresses data
sparsity challenge by exploring the similarities between
users and peer influence (Section 4). Third, we develop a
new principled approach based on a co-training frame-
work to integrate results from the TA-Ngram and PLSA
predictors to predict the next venue category a user
will visit (Section 4). Fourth, we perform a set of new
experiments on two newly added real-world datasets
from Foursquare (i.e., Tokyo and Paris) to evaluate the
performance and robustness of the CSCVP scheme in
different scenarios (Section 5). Fifth, we compared our
scheme with three new baselines from recent literature
and show the consistent performance improvements
achieved by the CSCVP scheme (Section 5). Finally, we
extended the related work by adding the discussion on
more recent works about user check-in venue prediction
and topic modeling techniques in NLP (Section 2).

2 RELATED WORK

User check-in venue prediction in LBSN provides the
foundation for various applications such as POI recom-
mendation [32], user mobility analysis [7] and targeted
advertising [10]. Previous studies have made significant
progress to address this problem [5], [10]–[12], [23].
The most commonly used techniques for user check-
in venue prediction are Collaborative Filtering (CF) and
Matrix Factorization (MF). For example, Ye et al. pro-
posed a user based CF algorithm that considers the
social and spatial influence using a Bayesian model [8].
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Zheng et al. proposed three collective tensor and ma-
trix factorization models to provide personalized venue
and activity recommendations [33]. Liu et al. combined
matrix factorization and users’ preference transition to
provide personalized next venue prediction [10]. Li et al.
proposed a Spatial-Temporal Probabilistic Matrix Factor-
ization Model (STPMF) that models a user’s preference
for venue as the combination of his/her geographical
preference and other general interests [12]. However,
the above approaches suffer from the problem of huge
check-in venue prediction space and sparse data on
LBSN as we discussed in the introduction [9], [28]. In
contrast, our CSCVP system addresses this problem by
inferring the category distribution of the user’s next
check-in venue, which greatly reduces the prediction
space and improves the prediction accuracy.

Previous works have also considered the contextual
information in predicting users’ future check-in prefer-
ences [8], [9], [11]. For example, Liu et al. developed a
unified framework to model the joint effect of multiple
factors such as user preferences, geographical influences,
and user mobility behaviors [23]. Gao et al. investigated
the temporal patterns of check-ins in terms of temporal
non-uniformness and temporal consecutiveness in venue
recommendations [29]. Yuan et al. incorporated both tem-
poral cyclic information and geographical information
for time-aware check-in venue prediction [9]. However,
these approaches focus on the explicit relationships be-
tween the contextual information and check-ins while
ignoring the underlying decision process of users (i.e.,
latent decision context). In our work, we explicitly model
the user decision context with latent semantic analysis
to understand “why” the user makes a certain check-in
decision in a specific context.

Several recent works have also started to leverage
the check-in category information to improve the check-
in venue prediction performance. For example, Ye et
al. developed a mixed Hidden Markov Model to esti-
mate the next category of user’s activity and predict
the most likely check-in given the estimated category
distribution [7]. Liu et al. proposed a category-aware
check-in prediction model that exploits the transition
patterns of user’s preference over location categories to
improve the check-in venue prediction accuracy [10].
Sang et al. developed a venue category transition cen-
tric prediction scheme where successive check-ins can
be predicted based on the category transition proba-
bilities [34]. However, a common limitation of these
methods is that they assume “consecutiveness” in cate-
gory transition and thus suffer from “long-range depen-
dency” problem. Also, they do not explicitly consider the
data sparsity problem in their solutions. In contrast, the
CSCVP scheme incorporates topic modeling (i.e., PLSA)
to capture the “long-range dependency” of check-ins and
combines it with a novel user similarity regulation model
to further alleviate data sparsity challenge.

There exist some similarities between our work and
previous studies on LBSN venue prediction using topic

modeling techniques. For example, Yin et al. proposed
a probabilistic generative topic model to learn region
dependent user preference that can adapt to user in-
terest drift across geographical regions and improve
user mobility prediction [23]. Jiang et al. developed an
author topic model-based collaborative filtering method
for personalized travel recommendations by clustering
users based on similar topic preferences (e.g., cultural,
cityscape, landmark) [22]. Kurashima et al. used PLSA
to mine probabilistic photographer behavior for travel
route recommendations [16]. However, the above ap-
proaches do not consider the syntactic structure of
time-series data (e.g., the temporal dependency between
check-ins) and thus can hardly be applied to our prob-
lem of user check-in venue prediction. In contrast, our
scheme provides a principled approach that considers
both syntactic (using TA-Ngram) and semantic (using
PLSA) features of check-in data to effectively predict the
user’s preference on the check-in venues.

3 PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we formulate our sparse user check-
in venue prediction problem on LBSN. We assume a
sparse data scenario where users may only contribute
a very limited amount of check-ins as compared to the
actual venues they have visited. Consequently, the time
gap between consecutive check-ins can be large. For-
mally, we consider a LBSN application where a set of I
users U = {U1, U2, ..UI} voluntarily report their check-in
points at set of venues. For the ith user, we define his/her
historical check-in venue trace as V(i) = {v1i , v2i , ..., v

K(i)
i }

where vki is the venue of the kth check-in point from Ui

and K(i) is the total number of check-ins that user Ui has
provided. A check-in point consists of the GPS location
of the check-in venue, the category of the venue, and
the check-in timestamp. Similarly, we define a check-in
category trace as P(i) = {p1i , p2i , ..., p

K(i)
i } where pki is the

category of vki .
We further define a set of M context variables related

to the check-in venues. Examples of such context vari-
ables include spatial context (e.g., the user’s current loca-
tion), temporal context (e.g., day of the week, time of the
day), natural context (e.g., weather conditions) and social
context (e.g., social events and festivals). Without loss of
generality, we use C = {C1, C2, ..., CM} to define the
set of all possible context variables we consider in our
model. For user Ui, we define F(i) = {f1i , f2i , ..., f

K(i)
i }

where fki is a vector of contexts associated with the kth

check-in point from Ui (i.e., vki ). For simplicity, we refer
to each fki as a “context”. Formally, we define context
as:

DEFINITION 1: Context: The context is presented as a
vector of categorical variables ( e.g. [“sunny”,“Monday”,
“evening”]) that is associated with a particular check-in point.

Take Foursquare as an example. Each user account
is considered as a user. Examples of venue category
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from check-in venues include “food”, “outdoor”, “trans-
portation”, “art & entertainment” and “shops & ser-
vices”. If we consider “spatial”, “temporal”, “natural”
and “social” dimensions of the context, an example of
C is {“user’s location”, “day of the week”, “weather
condition”, “social events”} and an example of fki can
be {“home”, “Friday”, “cloudy”, “football game”}.

Note that some LBSN applications have hierarchical
category structures. For example, in Foursquare, “French
restaurant” and “Asian restaurant” are subcategories of
“Food”. “Lyonese Bouchon” and “Southwestern French
Restaurant” are subcategories of “French restaurant”. In
this paper, we only focus on predicting the top-level
categories to make the solution general to all types of
LSBN applications. However, we do leverage the fine-
grained category hierarchy to infer user similarities in
Section 4.4.

To formulate the sparse check-in venue prediction
problem, we first define a User Check-in Venue Query.

DEFINITION 2: User Check-in Venue Query (UCVQ):
a UCVQ asks what is the user’s next check-in venue given
the user’s historical check-in venues and the current
context. An example of UCVQ would be: “What’s the
most likely venue Alice would visit from her office in a
sunny Friday afternoon when there is a beer festival?”

The objective of the user check-in venue prediction
is to answer the query as accurately as possible. To
formulate the goal, we first describe the input and output
of the problem.

Input: the input to predict each user’s next check-in
venue include the user’s historical check-ins as well as
the category and context of each historical check-in. In
particular, the inputs for each user include: 1) the check-
in trace vector V which is an array of check-in venue IDs;
2) the check-in category trace vector P which is an array
of check-in category that corresponds to the check-in
venues in C; 3) the context trace vector F which is an array
of context entries corresponds to the check-in venues in
V . Each context entry is coded as a tuple of the values of
the context variables; 4) the context (such as the weather,
and day of the week) of the next check-in.

Output: the output is the predicted venue ID as well
as the venue category that the user will check in next.

Formally, our goal is to find the venue the user Ui is
most likely to visit given the sparse check-in traces and
relevant contexts:

argmax
v
K(i)+1
i

Pr(v
K(i)+1
i |fK(i)+1

i ,V, C,F),∀i, Ui ∈ U (1)

where v
K(i)+1
i denotes the predicted venue that user

Ui would check in, and f
K(i)+1
i denotes the contextual

information of the check-ins to be predicted.

4 SOLUTION

In this section, we present the CSCVP scheme to address
the sparse user check-in venue prediction problem for-
mulated in the previous section.

4.1 Overview of CSCVP Scheme
An overview of the CSCVP system is shown in Fig-
ure 1. The CSCVP scheme consists of the follow-
ing key components: Temporal-Aware Category Predic-
tion (TACP) module, Context-Aware Category Predic-
tion (CACP) module, User Similarity Regulation (USR)
module, User Regularity Detection (URD) module, and
Check-in Venue Prediction (CVP) module. Considering
the importance of category information in sparse user
venue prediction, we perform a two-step prediction in
CSCVP: 1) we develop new prediction models inspired
by NLP techniques to first predict the category of the
check-in venues; 2) we develop an active learning based
framework to predict the accurate check-in venues by
using the category information predicted in the first step.
The two-step prediction design is crucial in addressing
the data sparsity issue where the prediction space (i.e.,
number of venues) is very large compared to each
individual’s check-in data. This 2-step approach allows
a significant reduction of candidate venue space for the
venue prediction task.

In particular, we first develop a TACP module to
predict the category of a user’s next check-in venue by
exploring the temporal pattern of the user’s historical
check-in traces. Second, we propose a CACP module
to enhance TACP module by incorporating the latent
decision context variables of a user and the semantic
implication of the context variables. Third, we design
a USR module to further alleviate data sparsity issue
in the category prediction by considering the similarity
between users and the peer’s influence on a user’s
decision process. Fourth, we develop an entropy-based
URD module to dynamically decide the pattern regu-
larity of each user’s check-in trace, which allows CSVP
to smartly decide which category predictor (i.e., TACP
or CACP) is more appropriate for a user. Fifth, we
integrate the above components together to accomplish
the category prediction task using a semi-supervised co-
training framework. Finally, we solve the sparse user
check-in venue prediction problem by using the cate-
gory prediction results and an active learning technique,
namely Query By Committee (QBC). We discuss the
details of these components in the rest of this section.

4.2 Temporal-Aware Category Prediction Module to
Explore Dynamic Temporal Dependency
TACP module consists of a novel extension of Ngram
model from NLP, Temporal Aware Ngram model (TA-
Ngram), and a smoothing procedure.

4.2.1 Basic Ngram Model
Prediction models for categorical data, especially word
sequence, are well studied in Natural Language Pro-
cessing field. Among these models, Ngram based model
is one of the most widely adopted solutions [35]. The
basic idea of Ngram model is to use the previous N -1
words to predict the current (N th) word, where N is the
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Figure 1: CSCVP Scheme

size of the Ngram model. In the check-in category pre-
diction problem, we map “words” to venue categories
and “Ngram” to a sequence of N consecutive venue
categories (which is referred to as “sequences” in the
rest of this paper). We build a “training corpus” which
is a list of sequences and their counts (i.e., the number
of occurrences) in the check-in traces. We then use the
“training corpus” to predict the next check-in category
using the Ngram model. In particular, the n-th check-in
category can be predicted as:

Pr(pn|p1n−1) u Pr(pn|pn−N+1
n−1 ) (2)

where pi denotes the ith check-in category and pij
denotes a sequence of consecutive venue categories
{pi, pi+1...pj} (i.e., pij is an Ngram when j = i+N − 1).

4.2.2 A Temporal Adaptive Ngram Model
We observe a few technical challenges of applying the
basic Ngram model to solve our check-in category pre-
diction problem. The first challenge comes from the data
sparsity issue where the user check-in trace is usually
sparse and the time gap between two consecutive check-
ins is sometimes large (e.g. several months). Therefore,
the dependency assumption between consecutive check-
ins made by Ngram might not always hold. Second, the
basic Ngram model ignores the freshness of check-ins:
the recent check-in categories may be more relevant to
the next check-in category compared to the old ones.

To make Ngram model more suitable to our check-in
category prediction problem, we develop a Temporal-
Aware Ngram model (TA-Ngram) to address the above
challenges. In particular, to remove the non-existing
dependency between consecutive check-ins, we insert a
breaking character (like a “period” in a sentence) be-
tween categories pi−1 and pi when the time gap between
them is too large. We exclude any category sequence
that contains breaking character from the training cor-
pus. The usage of breaking character nicely addresses
the invalid temporal dependence between consecutive
check-ins with large time gaps, which is caused by the
unique data sparsity issue. To capture the “freshness”
of the check-in category sequence, we use the follow-
ing function to adjust the weights on the counts of a

sequence in the training corpus. Note that the breaking
characters ensure all the generated grams are within a
relatively small time interval. For an occurrence of check-
in sequence seq(t) at the time interval t, we compute its
weight as:

weight(seq(t)) = e
t
α , t ∈ Inv (3)

where Inv denotes the total number of time intervals of
the check-in trace and the α is a tuning parameter. The
above function assigns a higher weight to the occurrence
of the sequence that happens more recently in the check-
in trace. We update the count of each sequence in the
training corpus by doing a weighted sum over all of its
occurrences.

We further observe that the TA-Ngram may fail to
predict the next check-in category accurately if there
is a “dominant” check-in category in the user’s check-
in trace. Here the dominant check-in category refers to
the category that a user frequently visits. Consider a
check-in trace of a user as “Food, Movie, Food, Work,
Food, Nightlife, Food, Travel, Food, Travel, Food”, the
dominant check-in is “Food”, since it is the most fre-
quently visited. Therefore, it is reasonable to predict the
next check-in as “Food” since it seems to be the user’s
habitual check-in behavior. However, using the vanilla
Ngram (e.g., bi-gram) model will never predict the next
check-in to be “Food” because the Ngram sequence
“Food, Food” never appears in the trace, therefore has
zero count in the training corpus of Ngram. On the other
hand, it is also reasonable to predict the next check-in
as “Travel” since the user also exhibits “Food, Travel”
pattern. To address this problem, we apply the Witten-
Bell smoothing technique used for word prediction in
NLP [36]. The Witten-Bell smoothing assigns additional
counts to the zero-count Ngram “Food, Food”, so that
in the next prediction, both “Food” and “Travel” has a
chance to be predicted using the Ngram model.

In particular, we update our prediction using TA-
Ngram as follows:

Pr(pn|p1n−1) = λ(p1n−1)
c(pn−N+1

n )

c(pn−N+1
n−1 •)

+ (1− λ(p1n−1))Pr(pn)
(4)
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λ(p1n−1) =
c(pn−N+1

n−1 •)
c(pn−N+1

n−1 •) + c1+(p
n−N+1
n−1 •)

(5)

where pij• denotes a sequence starting with pij and ends
with any check-in category including the dominant one.
c1+(p

i
j•) is the count of unique sequence starting with

{pi, pi+1, ..pj} in training corpus. λ is a key weighting
factor that controls the importance of a dominant cate-
gory. In particular, the lower value λ is, the higher weight
is assigned to the dominant venue category that a user
frequently visits.

4.3 Context-Aware Category Prediction Module to
Explore Latent User Decision Context

While the TA-Ngram model in the TACP module cap-
tures the temporal patterns (“syntactic”) of the check-
in category trace, it does not consider the contextual
information (e.g., weather, time of day, social events)
related to each check-in point and its implication to the
latent decision process (“semantics”) of a user. For exam-
ple, a context of “Sunday Night” may imply a decision
context of “party” for user A but a decision context of
“study” for user B, which could lead to different check-
in behaviors. Another inherent limitation of the Ngram-
based model is the “long-range dependency” where the
model fails to explore the correlation between check-
ins that are far apart from each other (i.e., beyond of
the size of N ) or have large time gaps due to the data
sparsity issue. In this subsection, we develop a Context-
Aware Category Prediction (CACP) module to explore
the latent user decision context and further enhance
the TACP module through latent semantic analysis. The
CACP module leverages the extra context information of
each check-in and uses it to identify the behavior pattern
by answering the question “given a particular context,
where would the user tend to go?”. The CACP module
is agnostic of the temporal pattern and dependency thus
is more robust against the data sparsity issue.

4.3.1 Basics of Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis
To address the limitations of TACP module mentioned
above, the CACP module adopts a Probabilistic La-
tent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) based model. The PLSA
model fits nicely into our problem because i) it can
capture the latent factors (we refer it to the latent de-
cision contexts) that affect users’ preferences on venue
visit within different contexts; ii) it reduces the high
dimensional space of the context variables to a lower
dimensional latent semantic space, which helps alleviate
the curse of dimensionality; 3) PLSA explores the seman-
tic correlations of the check-in points to compensate for
the ‘long-range dependency” limitation of Ngram. While
there exist similar latent semantic analysis models such
as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model [30], we pick
PLSA due to its simplicity and good performance in the
solving the venue prediction problem [37].

4.3.2 PLSA Based Context-aware Predictor
We first define a set of latent decision context Z =
{z1, z2, ..., z|Z|} to represent a group of hidden factors
that lead to the user’s decision to visit a check-in cat-
egory under a specific context. For example, a context
of “Friday night” may represent a decision context of
“party”, which contributes to the user’s decision to
go to nightlife places. Similarly, a “Monday morning”
may represent the decision context of “work”, which
may contribute to the user’s decision to visit public
transportation. The idea of PLSA based prediction model
is illustrated in Figure 2.

To simplify our notations, we denote a check-in cate-
gory as p, a context vector as f , and a latent decision con-
text as z, we can compute probability of co-occurrences
of p and f :

Pr(p, f) =
∑
z∈Z

Pr(p|z)Pr(z|f)Pr(f), p ∈ P, f ∈ F (6)

where Pr(p|z) denotes the probability that a user decides
to visit category p given a latent decision context z and
Pr(z|f) denotes the probability of the latent decision
context z given a context f . P and F denote the sets
of all distinct venue categories and context vectors for a
user.

The likelihood of observing the co-occurrences of p
and f in the check-in trace can be written as:

L(p, f) =
∏
p∈P

∏
f∈F

Pr(p, f)n(p,f)

=
∏
p∈P

∏
f∈F

(
∑
z∈Z

Pr(f)Pr(p|z)Pr(z|f))n(p,f)
(7)

where n(p, f) is the count of the co-occurrences of
p and f in the trace. The estimation parameters are
θPLSA = {Pr(p|z), P r(z|f)}. Note that we assume sta-
tistical independence between check-ins in the above
formulation. In particular, we intentionally ignored the
temporal dependency between the check-in points while
only focusing on the conditional dependencies of latent
decision context, contextual information, and the venue
category. The intuition of this design is to allow the
CACP module to capture the long-range dependencies of
the check-in categories which cannot be captured by the
sequence-based predictive models (e.g., Ngram, Markov,
autoregression) that only assume temporal dependency
among consecutive check-ins.

We use the EM algorithm to find the optimal estima-
tion of the parameters. Finally, we predict user u’s next
check-in category as:

Pr(p|f) =
∑
z∈Z

Pr(p|z)Pr(z|f) (8)

4.4 User Similarity Regulation Module to Alleviate
Data Sparsity
Though the check-in category prediction requires a much
smaller prediction space than the actual venue predic-
tion, data sparsity still exists for fresh LBSN users or
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Figure 2: PLSA based Model for Venue Category Prediction

for users who infrequently upload their check-in points
to LBSN. To alleviate such sparsity problem, CSCVP
explores the similarities between users and the peer’s
influence on a user’s decision process. The intuition is
that, while a user’s personal check-in trace can be sparse,
other similar users’ check-in behavior can provide extra
evidence for venue prediction. Since many real-world
data traces did not include a social graph to generate
the similarity matrices between users [22], [38], we infer
the user similarity using the following metrics:

DEFINITION 3: Pattern Similarity simPat(i, j): it mea-
sures how similar the check-in pattern of user j is com-
pared to user Ui.

DEFINITION 4: Context Similarity simCon(i, j): it mea-
sures how similar the check-in behavior of user j is
(under a specific context) compared to user Ui.

To measure the pattern similarity, we divide check-ins
of user Ui into T time intervals. If there is no check-
in during an interval, we use a special category as
the placeholder. Let T t

i denote the check-ins at the tth

interval for user Ui, we have:

simPat(i, j) =

T∑
t=1

δ(T t
i , T

t
j )/T (9)

where δ is a hierarchical similarity score function defined
as follows.

δ(T t
i , T

t
j ) =

{
ak,T

t
i and T t

j match level-k subcategory
0 ,T t

i and T t
j have different root categories

(10)
where 0 < ak ≤ 1 is the weight for category match at
level-k subcategory (k = 1 for a root category). In this
work, we only consider two levels of categories (more
details are explained in the next section) and we assign
a2 > a1 since a more refined match indicates a higher
similarity between the users’ traces. In particular, we
define a “match” as T t

i ∩T t
j 6= ∅ given the fact that a user

can visit multiple venue categories at each time interval.
To measure the context similarity, we define CT(i, f)

as all the check-ins for user Ui under a specific context f .
In particular, we find a user’s most preferred category
under every possible context and compute the hierar-
chical preference similarity scores of these categories as

follows.

simCon(i, j) =

∑
f∈F (i) δ(fq{CT (i, f)}, fq{CT (j, f)})

size of F (i)
(11)

where fq{CT (i, f)} denotes the most frequently visited
check-in category in CT (i, f) and F (i) denotes all pos-
sible context scenarios for user Ui. The intuition here
is that if two users happen to prefer the same check-in
category under a specific context, they are more likely
to visit the same check-in category next time under the
same context.

We use the above similarity metrics to regulate the
prediction results of TACP and CACP modules to alle-
viate data sparsity issue. In particular, let TA(i,N) and
CA(i,K) denote the output of the TACP and CACP
modules for user Ui respectively. N is the size of TACP
and K is the number of topics in CACP. We compute
the regulated result as:

TA′(i, N) = TA(i, N) +
∑

j∈U,j 6=i

TA(j,N) ∗ simPat(i, j)

CA′(i,K) = CA(i,K) +
∑

j∈U,j 6=i

CA(j,K) ∗ simCon(i, j)
(12)

The results are normalized to meet the constraint∑
p∈P Pr(p|f) = 1.

4.5 User Regularity Detection Module and Predic-
tion Integration

The TACP module works better for the check-in traces
with strong regularity (e.g., a user periodically visits a
set of venue categories) and the CACP module works
better for the check-in traces with more randomness (less
regularity). To get the best of both worlds, we design a
User Regularity Detection (URD) module to detect the
regularity of users’ check-in traces.

We define a “regular” check-in trace as a trace that has
a strong periodical pattern (e.g., “Food, Movie, Food,
Movie, Food Movie...”). To identify the “regularity” of
a check-in trace, we instead focus on its dual problem:
find the “randomness” or “irregularity” of the trace,
which can be effectively solved by using the entropy-
based approaches from information theory. In general,
a sequence with a lower entropy is more regular [39].
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However, one issue of using the entropy-based solutions
is that they ignore the position of each category in a
sequence. For example, a sequence of “Food, Movie,
Food, Movie, Food, Movie” yields the same entropy
score as “Food, Food, Movie, Food, Movie, Movie” while
the former sequence clearly has a stronger regularity.
We also observe that a bi-gram model is very suitable
for prediction of the first sequence since the category
“Movie” always appears after “Food”.

We develop a URD module to jointly detect the reg-
ularity of a check-in trace and identify the optimal size
N for the TACP module. In particular, we first define
a sequence mapping function Map(ws, seq) to convert
the check-in category trace to a sequence of Ngrams,
where ws ∈ [1, N ] is the window size for scanning
and seq is the user check-in trace. The output of the
function is a sequence of Ngrams with size ws by sliding
the window through the check-in trace. In the previous
example, with ws = 2, the check-in sequence “Food,
Movie, Food, Movie, Food, Movie” is mapped into a new
sequence “111” (1 denotes the bigram “Food, Movie”).
After the conversion, the entropy is calculated for the
Ngram sequence.

To find the optimal size of the TACP, we calculate the
window size for user Ui’s check-in trace wsi that gives
the minimum entropy of the sequence (i.e., the sequence
that is most regular) as follows.

N = wsi = argmin
n

H(Map(n,P(i)))

H(seq) = −
∑

posj∈seq
Pr(posj) ∗ log(Pr(posj))

(13)

where posj denotes the Ngram at the jth position. We
denote the normalized minimum entropy for user i as
NHi. We use this value to decide how “regular” the
check-in trace is.

We now discuss how to integrate all components into
a holistic check-in category prediction scheme. In short,
we first use TACP and CACP to predict the next check-
in category independently and then integrate the results
using a co-training framework.

Co-training is a semi-supervised learning technique
that requires two weak predictors where each predictor
represents a different view of the check-in trace data [40].
By combining the complementary information and fea-
tures from different views, co-training can often generate
better prediction results compared to a single predictor
alone [40], [41]. In our model, we use TACP and CACP
as two predictors where the TACP explores the temporal
patterns and the CACP explores the context/semantic
features. We present our final scheme using the co-
training framework in Algorithm 1. The intuition is that
we use the TACP predictor when a user’s check-in trace
is identified as regular (NHi is small enough) and use
CACP predictor when the trace is identified as irregular
(NHi is big enough). When the trace is a mixture of
regular and irregular sequences, we combine the results
of the two predictors.

Algorithm 1 Co-training Learning for CSCVP
Input: Check-in trace of a users P(i), divided into labeled (train-

ing) set Sl and unlabeled set (test) Su of venue categories. A parameter
η controls maximum number of iterations. User id i.

Output Prediction results of all unlabeled venue categories.
1: iter ← 0
2: while iter = η or Su = ∅ do
3: Train TACP and CACP using Sl.
4: Identify optimal N based on Equation (13).
5: Predict unlabeled venue categories in Su with TACP and CACP

separately based on Equation (12).
6: for p ∈ P do
7: Find the set of check-ins ∈ St that predicted as p with

significant confidence (probability ≥ 0.8), move the set into Sl.
Repeat this step for both predictors.

8: end for
9: iter ← iter + 1

10: end while
11: if NHi ≤ thresl then
12: Return TA′(i, N)
13: else if NHi ≥ thresh then
14: Return CA′(i,K)
15: else
16: Return CA′(i,K)× TA′(i, N), ∀i, Ui ∈ U
17: end if

4.6 User Check-in Venue Prediction

Finally, we show how the CSCVP scheme uses the
check-in category prediction results obtained from the
above modules to predict the actual check-in venues of
LBSN users. In particular, we adopt an active learning
technique, Query by Committee (QBC) [42], to predict
the exact next venue a user will visit by integrating
the category prediction results from CSCVP and the
venue prediction results from a set of state-of-the-art
prediction algorithms. The key idea of QBC is to form
a committee of “experts” (an expert refers to a check-
in venue prediction algorithm in our case) and select
a prediction result that is with the least disagreement
(variance) with all experts. We use four recent venue pre-
diction algorithms as committee members - ST-LDA [15],
STPMF [12], CIKM13 [10], and GeoCF [8]. The details of
these algorithms are discussed in Section 5.2.

Let us assume a check-in venue prediction scheme
outputs a ranking list of the predicted venues as RLa =
{V enuea1 , V enuea2 , ..., V enueaX} where RLa denotes the
ath algorithm and V enueax denotes the top xth predicted
venue by the ath algorithm. The list is ranked by the
likelihood (from high to low) of a venue that a user
will visit next. A committee’s opinions are the outputs
of all experts, namely RL1, RL2, ..., RLa, RLA, where A
is the size of the committee. Intuitively, if the predicted
next check-in is disagreed to a great extent by committee
members, then the quality of the prediction is low. To
derive such disagreement, we compute a Disagreement
Index (DI) of each venue Vx as:

DI(Vx) =
∑

1≤a≤A

(Ranka(Vx)− 1), 1 ≤ x ≤ X (14)

where Ranka(Vx) is the ranking position of venue Vx
from the ath algorithm. This equation defines the differ-
ence of rankings from all experts if Vx were elected as
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the predicted venue (i.e., Vx is ranked first by CSCVP).
For example, if Vx indeed ranks first in all committee
member’s ranking lists, the DI equals zero. We rank all
venues based on the DI index from low to high. The
ranked list is denoted as RLQBC .

Finally, we use the category prediction result to reg-
ulate the ranking score of each venue based on the
following equation:

RankQBC(Vx)
′ = (1− Pr(p|f)x)× RankQBC(Vx) (15)

where RankQBC(Vx) is the original ranking position of
venue Vx by QBC. Pr(p|f)x is the probability of the pre-
dicted check-in category of Vx from CSCVP. We re-rank
the check-in venue predictions based on RankQBC(Vx)

′

scores (from low to high) so the predicted venue that
matches the category prediction results is more likely to
appear on the top of the re-ranked list.

In summary, the benefit of using QBC approach is
that it eliminates the needs to re-invent the wheel (i.e.,
developing a completely new check-in venue prediction
scheme from scratch) but rather provides a generic
framework to leverage a pyramid of well-recognized,
state-of-the-art venue prediction solutions regulated by
our CSCVP scheme.

5 EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the
CSCVP scheme and compare it to state-of-the-art base-
lines on three real-world LBSN data traces. The results
show that the CSCVP scheme outperforms all baselines
in terms of accurately predicting the venue a LBSN user
would check in on all data traces.

5.1 Data Collection and Pre-Processing
In the evaluation, we use three real-world Foursquare
data traces1 collected from New York City (NYC), Tokyo
(TKY), and Paris (PAR) between Apr. 3rd 2012 and
Sep. 16 2013 [38]. The statistics of the three data traces
are summarized in Table 1. We also plot the Empirical
Cumulative Distribution Function (ECDF) with regard
to the number of check-ins per user in Figure 3. We
choose to use log scale for the number of check-ins
due to the long tail distribution (e.g., few users have
over 500 check-ins). It is shown that the number of
check-ins per user is quite diverse. We observe the data
sparsity issue in all data traces. In particular, the PAR
data trace has a much smaller number of check-ins per
user than other traces, which provides us an excellent
real-world scenario to evaluate the robustness of the
CSCVP scheme. The diversified locations of the data
traces also help us to evaluate the performance of our
scheme over different cultural and regional settings.

For the CSCVP scheme, we select three context vari-
ables for our CACP predictor in the evaluation. We
define and process these context variables as follows:

1. https://sites.google.com/site/yangdingqi/home/foursquare-
dataset

Data Trace NYC Tokyo Paris
# of Users 1,083 2,293 6,903
# of Venues 38,333 61,858 19,837

# of Total Check-ins 227,428 573,703 111,325
Check-ins per User 210.0 250.2 16.1

Check-ins per Venue 5.9 9.3 5.6

Table 1: Data Trace Statistics

• Weather: We first collect historical daily weather in-
formation from Weather Underground 2 that covers
the data collection period of each data trace. We
then build a Groovy script to automatically label
the weather condition of each check-in point based
on its geolocation and timestamp.

• Day of the Week: We label each check-in point
as happening on either “weekday” or “weekend”
based on the date of the check-in.

• Time of the Day: We label each check-in point
as happening in “Morning” (6:00-10:59), “Noon”
(11:00 -12:59), “Afternoon” (13:00 - 16:59), “Evening”
(17:00 - 21:59), “Night” (22:00 - 5:59) based on the
timestamp of the check-in.

Several previous works explored the social graph con-
text [8], [32], [43]. However, the social network infor-
mation is not available in our data traces. So we focus
on the similarity between a user’s visiting behavior and
context. The “spatial locality” has also been explored as
a context feature based on the assumption that users
tend to visit places that are of close proximity [8], [23].
However, this assumption does not hold on LBSN data
traces we collected: a significant amount of users do not
upload the complete check-in trace online (e.g., due to
privacy concerns) and the consecutive check-in points in
the collected trace are not necessarily of close proximity.

Finally, we use the nine categories (i.e. Arts &
Entertainment, College & University, Food, Outdoors,
Nightlife, Professional & Other Places, Residence, Shop
& Service, Travel & Transport) defined by the official
Foursquare developer documentation3 as the candidate
classes for our venue category prediction task.

5.2 Baseline Methods

We choose the following representative check-in venue
prediction schemes from the literature as our baselines.
Note that the first 3 baselines are designed for category
prediction and the remaining 9 baselines are designed for
the check-in venue prediction. For the venue prediction
baselines, we use the corresponding category of the
predicted venue as the results of the category prediction
experiments.
• CAP-CP: Our previous venue category prediction

scheme that ignores user’s similarity and peer in-
fluence in its prediction. It leverages a linear com-
bination of Ngram and PLSA predictors [31].

2. www.wunderground.com/history/
3. developer.foursquare.com/categorytree
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(a) NYC Check-in Distribution (b) TKY Check-in Distribution (c) PAR Check-in Distribution

Figure 3: Check-in Distribution for All Data Traces

• TA-Ngram: Our proposed TA-Ngram model with N
varying from two (bi-gram) to six.

• PLSA: Our proposed PLSA model with the topic
number varying from one to ten.

• Popularity-General: It ranks the set of venues that a
user visits in terms of general popularity (measured
as the total number of visitors) [44].

• Popularity-Time: It ranks the set of venues that a
user visits in terms of popularity of a venue at the
hour of the week where a check-in takes place [44].

• Popularity-Distance: It ranks the set of venues that
a user visits in terms of distance from the user’s
most frequently visited location (also referred to as
home location in the literature) [44].

• Frequency: It ranks the set of venues that a user
visits in terms of the user’s most frequently visited
location. We assign probability of being in a certain
venue equal to the normalized frequency of visit.

• ST-LDA: A latent probabilistic generative model
that learns region-dependent personal interest for
venue prediction [15].

• STPMF: A Spatial-Temporal Probabilistic Matrix
Factorization model that explores a user’s geograph-
ical preference and other general interests in venue
prediction [12].

• CIKM13: A category-aware venue prediction model
that exploits the transition patterns of users’ prefer-
ence over location categories in its prediction [10].

• GeoCF: A collaborative filtering based venue pre-
diction scheme that combines the user preference
and geographical influence in its prediction [8].

• QBC: An active learning technique that aggregates
the prediction results from STPMF, CIKM13, GeoCF
and ST-LDA schemes for the venue prediction [42].

There are two main methods to evaluate the check-in
prediction problems: 1) randomly mask off some check-
ins in each user’s trace and predict them [15], [24];
2) split the data trace in chronological order and only
mask off the most recent check-ins [10], [45]. In our
experiment, we adopted the latter method because in
the real-world scenario, it is not possible nor interesting
to “look back” the data trace and predict earlier check-

ins. Similar to [45], we use each user’s first 80% check-in
records in chronological order to create the training set
examples and then use the remaining 20% as the test set.

The parameters of the baselines are fine-tuned by
performing 10-fold cross validation using the data from
the training set. In particular, each time we use 90% of
the training data to train a model with a given setting of
parameters. Then the rest 10% of data is used to validate
the performance of current parameter setting based on
the F-1 score. Note that exhausting all parameter settings
can be computationally expensive (i.e., the complexity
grows exponentially as the number of parameters in-
creases). We adopt an efficient model tuning technique
called Grid Search [46] to identify the best-performing
parameter setting. We set the time gap as one week
for breaking character, the time interval as 1 month to
capture freshness, and |Z| = 5, thresl = 0.2, thresh = 0.8
for all data traces. We also set α = 5.6, 4.2, 5.0 for NYC,
TKY and PAR data traces, respectively. For a fair compar-
ison, we choose the parameter setup that yields the best
results for the baselines that have tunable parameters.

5.3 Evaluation on Real World Data Traces

5.3.1 Evaluation Metrics

In the evaluation, we use the following evaluation met-
rics: prediction accuracy, Precision@K, and Recall@K.
The prediction accuracy is given by:

Accuracy =

∑
j∈L TPj + TNj∑

j∈L TPj + TNj + FNj + FPj

where TPj , TNj , FPj and FNj represents True Positives,
True Negatives, False Positives and False Negatives
respectively for the target category j, and L denotes
the set of all categories. Precision@K and Recall@K are
the standard evaluation metrics in venue predictions or
recommendations [9]. In particular, Precision@K defines
the ratio of successfully predicted labels (i.e., venues or
venue categories) to the top K predictions, and Recall@K
defines the ratio of successfully predicted labels to the
total number of labels to be predicted (i.e., K).
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Accuracy Precision Recall
Schemes NY C TKY PAR NY C TKY PAR NY C TKY PAR
CSCVP 0.5301 0.6671 0.4583 0.2837 0.3004 0.2588 0.8511 0.9012 0.7764
CAP-CP 0.4915 0.6275 0.4182 0.2599 0.2761 0.2305 0.7796 0.8283 0.6915
TA-Ngram 0.3771 0.5169 0.3013 0.2342 0.2893 0.2084 0.7026 0.8679 0.6553
PLSA 0.3267 0.4392 0.3223 0.1744 0.2580 0.2166 0.5232 0.7741 0.6497
Popularity-General 0.2301 0.4652 0.2926 0.1698 0.2654 0.2144 0.5092 0.7962 0.6432
Popularity-Time 0.3074 0.5152 0.3381 0.2077 0.2675 0.1987 0.6231 0.8026 0.5961
Popularity-Distance 0.1590 0.3538 0.2871 0.1254 0.1972 0.1776 0.3762 0.5916 0.5327
Frequency 0.3912 0.5498 0.4014 0.2388 0.2718 0.2277 0.7164 0.8154 0.6831
QBC 0.4577 0.5803 0.3919 0.2539 0.2815 0.2273 0.7618 0.8445 0.6682
ST-LDA 0.4372 0.5217 0.3315 0.2324 0.2743 0.1971 0.6973 0.8229 0.5912
STPMF 0.4397 0.5116 0.3529 0.2209 0.2775 0.2091 0.6228 0.8325 0.6274
CIKM13 0.4173 0.5023 0.3720 0.2383 0.2668 0.2173 0.7150 0.8003 0.6519
GeoCF 0.3123 0.4983 0.3189 0.1970 0.2473 0.2069 0.5907 0.7419 0.6206

Table 2: Category Prediction Performance of All Schemes

5.3.2 Evaluation Results on Category Prediction

Category prediction is a critical component of the CSCVP
scheme and the ultimate venue prediction requires an
accurate prediction of the venue category in the first
place. In the first set of experiments, we evaluate the
performance of the category prediction component of
CSCVP in terms of accuracy, precision, recall, and ro-
bustness.

Table 2 shows the performance results of all com-
pared schemes on three different data traces. We ob-
serve that our CSCVP scheme significantly improves
the performance of our previous CAP-CP scheme in
all three metrics. We attribute this performance gain
to i) the user similarity regulation module where peer
similarities and influence are used to compensate for
sparse check-in data; ii) the co-training framework that
is more effective than the naive linear combination
used by CAP-CP to integrate results from two different
predictors. In addition, our scheme also significantly
outperforms other baselines on all evaluation metrics
across different data traces. In particular, the CSCVP
scheme improves the category prediction accuracy by
9.29% in NYC data trace, 14.54% in TKY data trace,
and 12.68% in PAR data trace compared to the best-
performing baseline, respectively. This is due to the fact
that the baseline schemes either fail to capture the tem-
poral dependencies between check-ins or fail to incorpo-
rate the latent user decision context in their prediction
model. We observe that the heuristic baselines based on
the popularity (i.e., Popularity-General, Popularity-Time,
and Popularity-Distance baselines) or frequency (i.e.,
Frequency), did not perform well. Especially, Popularity-
General and Popularity-Distance performed quite poorly
in all metrics. This is mainly due to the fact that 1)
users have diverse check-in behaviors which may not
necessarily follow the preferences of all users in general;
2) we observe that users do not necessarily check in to
venues that are closest to their home locations. In fact,
we found the average distance is 6.89 km between a
check-in point and the user’s home location. We show
the detailed distance distribution in Figure 4. The recall
and precision are evaluated based on the top 3 predicted

venues (i.e., K = 3) which are chosen considering the
prediction space of 9 categories on Foursquare. The non-

Figure 4: Venue Distance to User’s Home Location
trivial performance gains of CSCVP on both precision
and recall demonstrate that our scheme can predict the
next check-in category with fewer guesses than other
baselines. We also observe that all schemes perform
better in the TKY data trace than other data traces. We
attribute this result to the fact that the check-in traces
of Tokyo users tend to have a stronger temporal pattern
than users in the other two cities. In fact, the average
entropy of TKY users (1.796) is much lower than the
other two cities’ (2.351 for NYC and 2.241 for PAR). The
results also show that our scheme has consistent better
performance than the baselines when data is sparse (i.e.,
PAR data trace). This is achieved by the user similarity
regulation module in CSCVP scheme that predicts user’s
venue category by exploring the peer influence when
his/her trace is sparse.

To more closely investigate the performance gain
achieved by CSCVP scheme, we consider not only
whether the prediction is correct but also which cat-
egories are confused with each other. Table 3 shows
confusion matrices for CSCVP and QBC, one of the best
performing baselines from the previous experiment. We
observe that CSCVP outperforms the QBC incorrectly
predicting the majority of the venue categories and
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Confusion Matrix: CSCVP
Predicted

Label Art Col. Food Nig. Out. Res. Pro. Shop Tra.
Art 0.38 0.04 0.21 0.03 0.03 0.07 0.03 0.07 0.15
Col. 0.07 0.45 0.11 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.09 0.15
Food 0.04 0.02 0.47 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.02 0.10 0.25
Nig. 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.57 0.02 0.04 0.07 0.10 0.07
Out. 0.09 0.04 0.24 0.05 0.32 0.07 0.03 0.09 0.09
Res. 0.07 0.00 0.08 0.05 0.02 0.52 0.05 0.09 0.12
Pro. 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.04 0.06 0.09 0.49 0.03 0.10
Shop 0.05 0.03 0.08 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.59 0.14
Tra. 0.03 0.02 0.06 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.09 0.72

Confusion Matrix: QBC
Predicted

Label Art Col. Food Nig. Out. Res. Pro. Shop Tra.
Art 0.33 0.03 0.35 0.03 0.04 0.08 0.04 0.03 0.07
Col. 0.05 0.42 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.14 0.12 0.08
Food 0.06 0.01 0.52 0.02 0.05 0.09 0.06 0.12 0.08
Nig. 0.05 0.08 0.14 0.22 0.03 0.03 0.19 0.14 0.14
Out. 0.06 0.00 0.30 0.01 0.29 0.12 0.06 0.11 0.05
Res. 0.10 0.01 0.06 0.04 0.03 0.55 0.05 0.08 0.09
Pro. 0.03 0.02 0.21 0.03 0.04 0.08 0.45 0.06 0.10
Shop 0.06 0.02 0.39 0.03 0.07 0.07 0.02 0.28 0.07
Tra. 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.77

Table 3: Confusion Matrix for CSCVP and QBC

minimizing possible confusions (i.e., large numbers of
diagonal elements and small numbers in others). For
example, we observe that QBC has trouble recognizing
the Shop category (i.e., 28%) and confuses it with Food.
This is because that the users’ traces on these two cate-
gories often mingle together, making it hard for the QBC
to make the right prediction. In contrast, CSCVP has a
high accuracy for the Shop category (i.e., 59%) thanks to
the latent user decision context incorporation in CACP
module (e.g., users are more likely to go to shopping
venues on “weekends” or “sunny/cloudy days”).

We also study the robustness of the CSCVP scheme by
tuning the parameters of our model. One key parameter
we use is the number of topics in the PLSA based
predictor. This parameter directly controls the possible
number of latent decision context variables we consider
in our model. The results are shown in Figure 5. We
observe that the performance of CSCVP is relatively
stable when the number of topics changes.

5.3.3 Evaluation Results on Venue Prediction
Finally, we demonstrate that the CSCVP scheme can
significantly outperform the state-of-the-art baselines in
solving the actual sparse user check-in venue predic-
tion problem. For the popularity and frequency based
baselines, we picked the two best-performing ones:
Popularity-Time (“Popularity” for short) and Frequency
to evaluate the performance gain. We continue to use
Precision@K and Recall@K metrics. The results are
shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. We observe that our
CSCVP achieves non-trivial performance gains com-
pared to all baselines. We attribute such performance
gains to the accurate category predictions of CSCVP as
shown in the previous subsection. We also note that the
performance gain achieved by CSCVP scheme is more
obvious in the PAR data trace where data sparsity is
very significant (an average of 16.1 check-in points per

user). This is due to the fact that our scheme explicitly
addresses data sparsity issue by leveraging both the cat-
egory information and the similarity and peer influence
between users on LBSN. We further present the 90%
confidence interval for all compared schemes. The results
are shown in Tables 4 and 5. We observe that the CSCVP
scheme has one of the tightest confidence bounds, which
demonstrate that our scheme can accurately predict next
check-in venue with a low uncertainty.

6 CONCLUSION
This paper develops a CSCVP scheme to address three
fundamental challenges in solving the sparse user check-
in venue prediction problem on LBSN: data sparsity,
latent decision context incorporation and dynamic and
non-deterministic temporal dependency. In particular, the
CSCVP scheme first predicts the categories of venues to
address data sparsity challenge by significantly reducing
the prediction space. We develop a PLSA based model
that explores the latent semantic settings in the user’s
visit decision process to address the latent decision
context incorporation challenge. We also develop a TA-
Ngram model that captures the dynamic dependency
between check-in points from the user’s trace to ad-
dress the dynamic and non-deterministic temporal de-
pendency challenge. The predicted category information
is used together with an active learning based solution
(QBC) to predict the next check-in venue of a user with
sparse check-in trace. The evaluation results on three
real-world data traces show that the CSCVP scheme
can significantly outperform the performance of current
check-in venue prediction schemes. The results of this
paper are important because they offer a novel analytical
framework inspired by NLP techniques to effectively
solve the sparse user check-in venue prediction problem
in particular and the sparse context-aware location-based
prediction problems in general on LBSN.
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(a) Accuracy by # of Topics (b) Precision by # of Topics (c) Recall by # of Topics

Figure 5: Category Prediction Performance by Tuning Number of Topics

(a) NYC Precision@K (b) TKY Precision@K (c) PAR Precision@K

Figure 6: Check-in Venue Prediction Precision@K of All Compared Schemes

(a) NYC Recall@K (b) TKY Recall@K (c) PAR Recall@K

Figure 7: Check-in Venue Prediction Recall@K of All Compared Schemes

Schemes CSCVP QBC ST-LDA STPMF CIKM13 GeoCF Frequency Popularity
Confidence Interval for NYC ± 0.0131 ±0.0154 ±0.0172 ±0.0123 ±0.0231 ±0.0270 ±0.0177 ±0.0162
Confidence Interval for TKY ± 0.00486 ±0.00753 ±0.00591 ±0.00439 ±0.00583 ±0.00972 ±0.00742 ±0.00699
Confidence Interval for PAR ± 0.0346 ±0.0622 ±0.0795 ±0.0415 ±0.0677 ±0.0553 ±0.0816 ±0.0621

Table 4: Confidence Interval (Precision) of All Schemes

Schemes CSCVP QBC ST-LDA STPMF CIKM13 GeoCF Frequency Popularity
Confidence Interval for NYC ± 0.0226 ±0.0267 ±0.298 ±0.0213 ±0.0400 ±0.0468 ±0.0306 ±0.0280
Confidence Interval for TKY ± 0.00842 ±0.0130 ±0.0102 ±0.00760 ±0.0101 ±0.0168 ±0.0128 ±0.0121
Confidence Interval for PAR ± 0.0599 ±0.107 ±0.137 ±0.0718 ±0.117 ±0.0958 ±0.141 ±0.107

Table 5: Confidence Interval (Recall) of All Schemes
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